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ABSTRACT: Electro-optic (EO) modulation is of interest to impart information
onto an optical carrier. Inorganic crystalsmost notably LiNbO3 and BaTiO3
exhibit EO modulation and good stability, but are difficult to integrate with silicon
photonic technology. Solution-processed organic EO materials are readily integrated
but suffer from thermal degradation at the temperatures required in operating
conditions for accelerated reliability studies. Hybrid organic−inorganic metal halide
perovskites have the potential to overcome these limitations; however, these have so
far relied on heavy metals such as lead and cadmium. Here, we report linear EO
modulation using metal-free perovskites, which maintain the crystalline features of the
inorganic EO materials and incorporate the flexible functionality of organic EO
chromophores. We find that, by introducing a deficiency of cations, we reduce the
symmetry in the perovskite crystal and produce thereby an increased EO response.
The best-engineered perovskites reported herein showcase an EO coefficient of 14 pm
V−1 at a modulation frequency of 80 kHz, an order of magnitude higher than in the nondefective materials. We observe split peaks in
the X-ray diffraction and neutron diffraction patterns of the defective sample, indicating that the crystalline structure has been
distorted and the symmetry reduced. Density functional theory (DFT) studies link this decreased symmetry to NH4

+ deficiencies.
This demonstration of EO from metal-free perovskites highlights their potential in next-generation optical information transmission.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Devices that efficiently convert electric signals to optical
signals, electro-optic (EO) modulators, are used in optical
communication. To be integrated within silicon photonic
circuits, EO modulators should be compatible with the
operating voltages used in CMOS; have a large modulation
bandwidth as well as low optical loss and a high extinction
ratio; be stable at the high operating temperatures; and be
compatible with on-chip integration.1 Attractively, silicon-
based EO modulators lever silicon manufacturing processes;
however, the lack of Pockels effect in silicon, and the
consequent reliance on the plasma dispersion effect for phase
modulation, leads to long device lengths and a significant
insertion loss due to free carrier absorption.2

Today, lithium niobate (LNbO3, also abbreviated LN) is
used for EO modulation in off-chip applications, and LN
modulators have seen further progress and wider deployment
in recent years.3 In an LN modulator, light is modulated via the
linear EO (Pockels) effect. The recent emergence of LN-on-
insulator configurations has improved the optical loss,
switching voltage, and bandwidth of LN modulators.4,5 State-
of-the-art LN modulators possess a high operating bandwidth
(70 Gbit s−1) and a low optical loss (<0.5 dB) at a CMOS-
compatible voltage (1.4 V).1 However, due to the difficulties of

etching LN and costly substrate integration processes,3,6 LN
modulator technology is not yet widely integrated on silicon
photonics chips.
Organic polymers are solution-processed and can be

integrated with silicon photonics, and have been investigated
for EO modulation.7−11 Electronic delocalization in many
organic polymers results in excellent EO behavior at the
molecular scale.12 To enable efficient devices, one must
arrange the EO chromophores such that the symmetry
requirements for linear EO modulation are satisfied. Applying
a poling field while heating the molecules above the glass
transition temperature of the hosting polymer induces
alignment of the dipoles, which is frozen in the aligned state
upon cooling of the material.12 Unfortunately, the orientation
is unstable, and the molecules decay back to the random state
that lacks EO performance.12 In addition to thermal stability,
EO chromophores with large dipole moments tend to
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aggregate and be resistant to poling altogether, which limits the
macroscopic EO performance.13

Metal halide perovskites (ABX3) are solution-processed and
enable templated growth,14 allowing for potential integration
with photonic chips. Some feature a noncentrosymmetric
crystal structure; however, so far, their linear EO response has
been less than or equal to 2 pm V−1, the result of low
spontaneous polarization.15

We focused instead on EO modulation using metal-free
perovskites: we sought to combine the benefits of organic
(processability) and inorganic (robustness) EO media. The
metal-free perovskite [methyl-1,4-diazabicyclo[2.2.2]octane
ammonium iodide (MDABCO)NH4I3] is known to have an
impressively high spontaneous polarization (22 μC cm−2)
compared to other halide perovskites (typically below 10 μC
cm−2).16 Since the linear EO coefficient is proportional to the
spontaneous polarization,17 we expected a larger EO response
from (MDABCO)NH4I3 crystals. These metal-free perovskites
are solution-processed at low temperatures (100 °C),
facilitating on-chip integration. This is the first report of linear
EO response that works at a high modulation frequency in
metal-free perovskites.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
2.1. Crystal Growth. 1-Methyl-1,4-diazabicyclo[2.2.2]octanium

iodide (MDABCOI) was prepared via the Menshutkin reaction. One
gram of diazabicyclo[2.2.2]octane (DABCO) was dissolved in 30 mL
of acetone at room temperature with mechanical stirring. Typically,
0.55 mL of iodomethane in 10 mL was added to the flask dropwise.
The white solid was separated from the solution with centrifugation
and washed with methanol and diethyl ether, and dried in vacuum.
Two hundred fifty-four milligrams of MDABCOI, 145 mg of
ammonium iodide, 2 mL of hydroiodic acid (57 wt % in water),
0.4 mL of hypophosphorous acid (50 wt % in water), and 0.5 mL of
water were mixed in a vial. For the deficient sample, 130 mg of
ammonium iodide was added. The vial was placed in a Muffle furnace,
and the temperature was decreased from 100 °C to room temperature
over the course of 3 days.
2.2. Neutron Scattering. Time-of-flight single-crystal neutron

diffraction (SCND) was performed on the TOPAZ diffractometer at
the Spallation Neutron Source (Oak Ridge National Laboratory).18

The crystal was mounted on a MiTeGen loop using a small amount of
Super Glue. The crystal was measured for approximately 36 h at 295
K using 20 sample orientations with 5e12C of proton charge each.
The data collection strategy was obtained with CrystalPlan software.19

The completeness of coverage of reflections in the reciprocal space
was optimized using the orientation matrix obtained from the initial
sample centering. Peak integration and data reduction were
performed in accordance with previously reported procedures.20

The reduced unmerged data were saved in SHELX HKLF2 format, in
which the wavelength was recorded separately for each reflection.21

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We began by growing (MDABCO)NH4I3 crystals using a
slow-cooling method. The crystals are transparent and have a
hexagonal shape (Supporting Information, Figure S1). Samples
exhibited second harmonic generation (SHG), something we
account for through the anharmonic motion of the electrons,
and consistent with a noncentrosymmetric crystalline structure
(Supporting Information, Figure S2). Single-crystal X-ray
diffraction (XRD) was used to identify the crystalline
structure: we found that the (MDABCO)NH4I3 crystals
possess a noncentrosymmetric space group R3 (Figure 1).
The (MDABCO)NH4I3 crystal exhibits a direct band gap (as
suggested by the calculated bandstructure, see the Supporting

Information, Figure S3). The refractive index of the crystal was
determined using ellipsometry. The imaginary part (κ) of the
refractive index characterizes the optical absorption of the
crystal and shows an absorption onset at 5.25 eV (Supporting
Information Figure S4). The band gap is in the mid-ultraviolet
(mid-UV) spectral range, making the crystal of potential
interest for EO applications in the visible and infrared
telecommunication wavelengths (such as 1.3 and 1.55 μm)
since it is substantially transparent in these spectral regimes.
The methyl group on MDABCO2+ breaks the centrosym-

metry of DABCO2+, inducing a dipole moment along the 3-
fold rotation axis (Figure 1a). The MDABCO2+ cation
possesses a dipole moment of 1.69 Debye. As seen in Figure
1b, the MDABCO2+ cations are aligned with the methyl group,
pointing along the [111] axis. As a result, the molecular dipoles
constructively combine to enable spontaneous polarization
along the unit cell body diagonal. The perovskite framework
acts as a scaffold to achieve this alignment, and, as a result,
electrical poling is not needed to align the dipoles.
As in conventional inorganic ferroelectric perovskites such as

barium titanate, the collective off-center displacement of the
ammonium cations along the [111] direction (single-crystal X-
ray diffraction, Figure 1b), also contribute to overall
spontaneous polarization in the crystal.16 Within the NH4I6
octahedra, the charge transfer enabled by hydrogen bonding
between the ammonium and iodide contributes to sponta-
neous polarization and breaking of the crystalline centrosym-
metry.16 Taken together, the ordering of MDABCO cations,
off-center displacement of ammonium cations, and charge
transfer through hydrogen bonds enable a large spontaneous
polarization in the (MDABCO)NH4I3 crystals.

16 Considering
the linear relation between polarization and EO response,17

we, therefore, predict a large linear EO response from the
metal-free crystals.
Since the linear EO response is proportional to the

spontaneous polarization of the crystal, understanding the
direction and magnitude of the polarization will assist in the
EO performance characterization. In crystals, the charge wave
function distribution is typically delocalized and spatially
continuous, and a Berry phase polarization best characterizes
the overall polarization. The polarization difference, ΔP,
between the centrosymmetric (above Curie temperature of
the crystal) and noncentrosymmetric (below the Curie
temperature) phase is a Berry phase, which includes both the
electronic and ionic contribution from the crystal.
We therefore used the Berry phase method to investigate the

spontaneous polarization in the (MDABCO)NH4I3 crystals.
The calculated dipole moment across eight unit cells has

Figure 1. Alignment of polar molecules in metal-free perovskite. (a)
Molecular structure and dipole moment of MDABCO and (b) the
crystal structure of (MDABCO)NH4I3 crystals.
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roughly equal components along the a, b, and c axes (i.e., 23.1,
22.6, 20.1 Debye). As a result, the overall polarization is
approximately along the body diagonal (only 3.4° off of the
body diagonal) of the crystal unit cell and has a value of 4.31
μC cm−2: the EO measurements we report in this work were
done along the body diagonal.
Because the crystal is of the space group R3, the linear EO

coefficient tensor of the crystal can be written:22
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We employed density functional theory (DFT) to calculate the
linear and nonlinear electronic susceptibilities of crystals of
(MDABCO)NH4I3, seeking better to understand the linear EO
effect better and determine the relation among tensor
elements. The optical dielectric constants (εij

∞ (ω)) and
nonlinear susceptibility for a static modulation field (nonlinear
LEO susceptibility, χijk

(2)(−ω; ω, 0)) are provided in Table 1 for
the stoichiometric crystal. From these values, we also derived
the electronic contributions to the linear EO coefficients r13
and r33 (Table 2).

To characterize the linear EO effect, we used the Teng−
Man method in transmission mode (Figure 2a). The
wavelength of the laser used was 1.55 μm, one relevant to
optical networking.23 The incident laser was linearly polarized
at an angle of 45° with respect to the incident plane, which
results in equal magnitude s- (parallel) and p- (perpendicular)
polarized light. The difference in the phase change can be
written as
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where d is the thickness of the crystal, λ is the laser wavelength,
θ is the angle of incidence, and no and ne are the ordinary and
extraordinary refractive index, respectively.
In our setup, we use a Soleil−Babinet compensator to tune

the phase retardation φsp between the s- and p-component.
After the phase compensator, the laser passes through an

analyzer, which is set at a right angle to the polarizer. The
signal is detected using a Ge detector.
The [111] axis of the crystals with a hexagonal shape is

normal to the top surface.16 The orientation of the crystal was
confirmed via X-ray diffraction. To apply an electric field along
the direction of the polarization, we use indium tin oxide
(ITO)-coated glass (60 nm Al2O3 insulating layers were
deposited on the surface ITO layer to prevent the current flow
through the crystals). When the electric field is applied along
the z-axis (the axis of symmetry), the index ellipsoid can be
reduced to
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In transmission differential ellipsometry, the electric-field-
induced variation in the ellipticity of the transmitted laser is
recorded. To improve sensitivity, an AC voltage (Vac) is
applied across the crystal, and the output from the detector is
analyzed by a lock-in amplifier. When φsp is equal to π/2:
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where Iac and Ic are the field-induced variation of the
transmitted power and the power of the transmitted laser,
respectively. As shown in Figure 2b, the modulated power Iac
increases linearly with the applied AC voltage. The linear
relationship between Iac and Vac confirms a linear EO response
from the crystal and excludes the third-order optical non-
linearity (Kerr effect), i.e., a rise in modulated power that
grows quadratically with V. Linear modulation is a crucial
aspect of optical modulation in an analogue system24 and in
advanced digital data transmission systems (such as quadrature
amplitude modulation). The EO coefficient of the metal-free
perovskite is 1.2 pm V−1. To increase the EO response, we
need to increase the polarization and the degree of
noncentrosymmetry of crystals.
Seeking to reduce further the symmetry of the crystal, we

investigated lattice distortion into the crystal. We postulated
that we could introduce lattice distortions by making
nonstoichiometric perovskite materials with NH4

+ deficiencies.
To verify this experimentally, we reduced the amount of NH4

+

during crystal growth. The powder X-ray diffraction (XRD)
measurements confirmed the lattice distortions with the split
diffraction peaks (Figure 3b), which was predicted with DFT
to be a signature of the lattice distortions (Figure 3a). We
measured single-crystal neutron diffraction of large crystals of
both the deficient and reference perovskites: the neutron
diffraction peaks of the deficient sample also show splitting
(Figure 3c), consistent with the X-ray diffraction results. The
neutron diffraction was carried out on a macroscopic crystal
(∼5.0 × 5.0 × 2.0 mm3) to ensure that the increased lattice
distortion was present throughout the entire crystal rather than
on a microscopic scale.

Table 1. Optical Linear and Nonlinear Electronic
Susceptibilities Obtained Using DFPT Calculations

optical dielectric constant, εij
∞ (ω)

nonlinear susceptibility, χijk
(2) (−ω; ω,

0) [pm V−1]

ε11 3.113 χ113
(2) 0.9103

ε22 3.113 χ223
(2) 0.9103

ε33 3.069 χ333
(2) 1.945

Table 2. Components of the Linear Electro-Optic
Coefficient Tensor (Electronic Contributions) Obtained
Using DFPT Calculations

electro-optic tensor element pm V−1

r13 0.188
r33 0.413
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We measured the EO response of the original and the
deficient sample from low to high frequency (80 kHz, limited
by the bandwidth of the lock-in amplifier, Figure 2c; future
studies are needed of high-frequency characterization based on
on-chip modulators with perovskite as active material.). We
found that the cation-deficient crystal exhibits a linear EO
coefficient (r33) of 14 pm V−1 at 80 kHz. In contrast, the
control sample exhibited an r33 of 1.2 pm V−1, a full order of
magnitude lower than the deficient sample. We associate the
increased EO response with the reduced symmetry of the
deficient crystals. The total coefficient experimentally meas-
ured at low modulation frequencies is 10 times the calculated

electronic contribution to r33 (Table 2), indicating that a
significant portion of the overall EO effect arises from the
polarization of the atoms in the crystal.
We also measured the stability of the (MDABCO)NH4I3

crystals. In contrast with previously reported organic EO
polymers, which show a reduced EO response due to the
relaxation of the poled EO chromophores after several days,12

the EO response of (MDABCO)NH4I3 remains constant after
storage in ambient conditions for more than 2 weeks (Figure
4a). In addition, the crystal structure remains unchanged up to

180 °C for 20 min (Figure 4b). The phase transition
temperatureabove which the crystal loses noncentrosymme-
try and therefore second-order nonlinearityof this perovskite
is 170 °C (Supporting Information, Figure S5), similarly to
that of the original crystals (173 °C),16 higher than both the
typical phase transition temperatures of organic EO polymers
[e.g., 105 °C for poly(methyl methacrylate)] and the inorganic
EO crystal barium titanate (BTO, 123 °C). We heated the
crystals to 224 °C and did not see mass loss during the heating
and cooling circle (Supporting Information, Figure S5). The
improved thermal and storage stability of the (MDABCO)-

Figure 2. EO characterization using ellipsometry. (a) Ellipsometry setup (Teng−Men method) for the measurements of the EO coefficients. (b)
Linear relationship between the modulated transmitted intensity and the modulation voltage, which confirms the linear EO effect. (c) EO
coefficient as a function of modulation frequency for the original and deficient (MDABCO)NH4I3 crystals.

Figure 3. Crystal-structural characterization. (a) DFT-simulated
powder XRD pattern. (b) Powder XRD pattern of original
(MDABCO)NH4I3 crystals that do not contain deficiencies and
deficient crystals. (c) Neutron scattering pattern of the original and
deficient MDABCO−NH4−I3 crystals.

Figure 4. Stability. (a) Ambient-storage stability of the EO coefficient
of the deficient (MDABCO)NH4I3 crystal. (b) Temperature-depend-
ent powder XRD pattern of the deficient (MDABCO)NH4I3 crystal,
showing stability up to 180 °C.
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NH4I3 crystals highlight their suitability for use in on-chip EO
modulation.

4. CONCLUSIONS
This work is the first demonstration, to our knowledge, of the
linear EO response of metal-free halide perovskites, which can
sustain toward high modulation frequency. When we
introduced ammonium vacancies, we observed the linear EO
of 14 pm V−1, the highest measured among halide perovskites.
The metal-free perovskite, which is both solution-processed
and thermally stable, addresses challenges faced by organic and
inorganic EO materials for integration on silicon photonics
chips. This demonstration of EO in metal-free perovskites
offers an additional route toward linear EO modulators for
optical networks.
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